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Abstract
In this paper '"c focus on the theoretical properties of
non-numerical representation of the uncertainty. As
usual, this representation is realized by an '"ordinal
relation'' (or, equivalently, by a "comparative scale")
among the "entities" (events, alternatives or ads) of
a specific problem. After giving an overview of different. known axioms characterizing some classes of
ordinal relations (and their duals), we introduce some
axioms capable to enclose the necessary and sufficient
conditions for the rcprcscntability of ordinal relations
defined on arbitrary finite sets of events by the bcstknO\vn uncertainty measures.
Keywords: qualitative representation of uncertainty,
a..xiomatic frameworks, partial ordinal relations.
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Introduction

The qualitative approach to the management of uncertainty is just one of the different tools a decision
maker can adopt, but it is a most general and "natural" one because it translates the intuitive idea of
ordering the events (or alternatives) in an "ordinal
scale". A decision maker is often unable to express
numerical values on the set of relevant events because
either he/she just wants to compare some of them or
he/ she does not have enough information.
This approach was originally introduced in probability theory v,rit.h the notion of comparative prolmbility,
sometimes called also qualitative probability, (see for
example [5], [12], [8] and [3]) but it was also adopted
inside other uncertainty representation settings (like
in [7], [14], [16]). Anyway, all these models have a
common feature: an assessed ordinal relation -< on a
set of events. A ~ B represents the decision maker's
idea tha.t the occurrence of the event B is not less
"believable" than the occurrence of the event A..
Obviously these comparisons cannot be arbitrarily
given but must satisfy some properties. Such prop-
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ertics vmuld reflect rules used (or 'vanted) by the decision maker t.o compose different pieces of information, or better, to evaluate combinations of events. In
other words, the assessed ordinal relation must "cohere" with the subject way of thinking.
Since different ways of "managing uncertainty" are
possible, a variety of "constraints'' for the ordinal relation can be given. This aspect is well known in the numerical approaches, where different uncertainty measures (probability, belief functions, possibility, lowerprobability, etc. )arc characterized by different "constraints" (usually called "properties" or "axioms").
The aim of this paper is, keeping to the way started
in [1] and in [2], to show that such characterization is
also possible in a pure qualitative framework, where,
actually, all different 'vays of composition reduce to
few classes of ordinal relations. This result is in line
v,rit.h the axiomatic qualitative formulation property of
being more general than any numerical approach. In
[10] it is well explained how axiomatic qualitative settings arc the "foundation" of any measurement process (and '"c deal virith the "measurement" of the decision maker's uncertainty about. the occurrences of the
events) since they can "capture the essence" of such
process, independently of any "scale factor'' or any
"scale transformation" . \Ve can also add nmv that
also the "essence" of the differences among numerical
uncertainty measures can be captured by qualitative
axioms and that several "numerical differences" share
common fundamental properties.
Since the goal is to express the subject reasoning, it
\V<mkl be good to find axioms of immediate reading.
Otherwise it is important to give an interpretation,
like for comparative probabilities.
The simple requirement of "agreement" with the subject's idea of composition is the most natural and fundamental one (even if many others are proposed in
literature, see for example [14], sec. 4.5, and [15]).
Hmvcvcr, such ''coherence" could be ''strengthened"
by requiring compatibility of the ordinal relation with

Rome of the well known numerical uncertainty measures. This necessity could derive by the "wish" for
either a more "manageable'' representation of uncertainty or a "familiar" reference point (there is no
doubt that numerical approacheR have had a greater
Ruccess and have been widely developed). Surprisingly in [l] and in [2] it \Vas shown that, apart from
comparative probability, such two "coherence requirements" coincide and that they can be given with pure
qualitative axiomR.
\Vhile in [l] and in [2] the domain \vas supposed to be
a finite algebra of events and the strong requirement
of completeness was asked, in this paper \Ve deal with
partial ordinal relations and defined on arbitrary finite sets of events too. In fact, there is no reason
to require to be able to compare all pairs of events,
especially if the available information is "poor". In
this general framework we choose as "coherence principle" the possibility of enlarging the initial ordinal
relation to a "coherent" one (complete and defined on
a proper algebra). Once again there could be two different kinds of coherence, hut in thiR case, apart from
comparative probability, we are also able to show that
qualitative axioms ensuring both kinds of coherence
can be given.
Hence, the characterbmtion of any kind of ordinal relation ::Sis given by axioms that must be read as propertieR ::S must satisfy to be compatible with one particular function.
In Section 2 we give (together with basic notions) an
overview of these axioms when ::S iR complete and defined on an finite algebra of events. On the other
hand, in Section 3, following the idea given in [3] and
[11], we give the axioms for partial ordinal relations
defined on an arbitrary finite domain. Such axiomR
ensure the exiRtence of a coherent complete enlargement ::S* of ::S (i.e. A ::S B =? A :::S* B), defined on
a proper algebra. It turns out to be equivalent that
::S is representable by some special kind of numerical
uncertainty function f, the same compatible with ::S*.

2

Axioms on algebra

As mentioned in the introduction, we must give some
constraints to the ordinal relation ::S to be consistent
with a chosen system of rules to manage uncertainty.
These conRtraints are expressed by a.-xiorns that, when
::S is cornplete and defined on an algebra (like in [1],
[6], [7], [13], [16]), turn out to be the same to ensure
the compatibility of ::S with at least one of the bestknmvn uncertainty measures.
In this section \VC restrict ourselves to report axioms
and connections 'vith the numerical framework. For

more details refer to [1], [2], [13] and [16].
Before showing the axioms we need to formally introduce the notion of an ordinal relation repreRentable
by a numerical function.
Let -< be an ordinal relation between events on a finite
algebra A of events expressing the intuitive idea of being "no more believable than ". The symbols ,. . ., and
-< represent, respectively, the symmetrical and asymmetrical parts of:;. A ~ B means that the occurrence
of A is judged "equal believable" to the occurrence of
B, while A -< B represents that the occurrence of B
is more "believed" than the occurrence of A (in the
sequel \Ve will call -< "strict relation").
A numerical function f : A -+ [O, l] represents ::S if
and only if, for every pair A, B E A
A-< B

==?

A~B

~

f(A) < f(B)
f(A) = f(B)

(1)

On the other hand, we say that a numerical function
-+ [O, l] induces an order relation ::S by

f :A

f(A) < f(B)
f(A) = f(B)

~

A-<B

==?

AcvB

(2)

In the sequel "f agrees \vith ::S" or "f is compatible
\vith ::S" \vill be synonymous \vith "f representR and
induces, simultaneously, ::S", in other words
A :; B {:}

f (A) ::S f (fl)

The basic requirement for such functions f is to be
monotone \vith respect to ~' hence the induced ordinal relations ::S must be monotone \Vith respect to

c.
Therefore the basic axioms for the compatibility of ::S
are:
Al) ::S is a total prcorder (reflexive, transitive and
defined for all pairs A, B E A)
A2) 0 -< !1 (where 0 and n are reRpectively the impossible and the sure events)
A3) A

~

B ==?A ::S B (monotonicity axiom)

\Vhile axioms A2) and A3) arc quite intuitive, Al)
is reasonable only if the available information iR rich
enough to enable the deciRion maker to compare all
the pairs of events in A.
The previmrn axioms are the basic requirements, if
\Ve want to "discern" the differences among '\vays of
reasoning" we need to introduce more sophisticated
properties (ahvays expressed by qualitative axioms).

Historically ([5]) the fin;t additional requirement was
the "additivity" axiom

I')

VA, B, C E A s.t. A/\ C =

0=

B /\ C we have

Comparative lower prnlw.bilitie8 are characterized m

[l] by

L)

VA.,B EA s.t. 0-< A. and A./\B = 0 then

A.jB{:::::::}A.VCjBVC

B-<AVB

(note that Al), A2) and P) imply A3) ).

Comparative beUef arc characterized in [16] by

Axiom P) looks like the natural qualitative translation of the numerical property of additivity. but nevertheless it was proved, by an example, in [9] that,
together with Al) and A2), it is not sufficient to ensure the rcprcscntability of j by a probability.

fl)

But, as explained in the introduction, The compatibility requirement of j with a numerical function can
be thought as a "stronger" coherence requirement.. To
obtain the compatibility of j with a probability was
proposed in [13] an axiom that is not exactly of qualitative kind because it needs to introduce indicator
functions. \Ve recall that, denoting by g the set of
atoms in A. the indicator function a : Q ~ {O, l}
associated to the event A E A is defined as
a(G) = {

~

if G c A
otherwise

(where G belongs to the set of atoms Q).
\Ve can nmv report the axiom that can be actually
considered as characteristic for any ordinal relation
representable by an additive function

Comparative probability arc characterized in [13] by
S) Vn E N VA1, ... ,An,B1, ... ,Bn E A s.t.
fl; j A ; i = 1, ... , n - 1
then
-n.

for

n

La;= Lb;===? A,, j B ,,
i.= l

i= l

VA.,fl,C, s.t.

A.~flandfl/\C=0then

A-<B===?AVC-<BVC

The interpretation of axioms L) and B) is immediate
since they arc purely qualitative and so they can be
read directly.
It is easy to observe that axiom L) is weaker than
(i.e. it is implied by) axiom D). Kote, moreover, that
both only involve events with inclusion relations and
in strict relation.
It iR possible to associate with each characteristic <L'Ciom the set of ordinal relations satisfying it (together
\vith Al), A2) and A3) ) . \Ve will call these sets
"classes" (for example a j, satisfying Al), A2), A3)
and D), belongs to the comparative belief class).

The previous classes agree 'vith different uncertainty
measureR (for a complete overview Ree [1] and [2]) and,
in particular, in the follmving we list each class together with the classes of numerical functions compatible 'vith it:
• Comparative lmver probabilities a.re compatible
with lower probabilities and 0-monotone functions (the former arc defined as lower envelopes
of classes of probabilities, the last, known in literature also as super-additive, are those satisfying
the property f(A VB) 2 f(A) + f(B) for all
A, B EA such that A/\ B = 0)

where a;.,b; are the indicator functions of A.;.,fl;. respectively.

• Comparative belief relations arc compatible with
belief and n-monotone functions (with n 2 2)

As \Ve noted, axiom S) does not have a qualitative nature and is not easily interpretable, hmvever we think
that it is not possible to find a better equivalent formulation.

• Comparative probabilities are compatible with
probabilities and .>..-measures with .>.. > -1 (for
the definition of >.-measures see [6])

In literature relaxed versions of the additivity axiom
P) 'vcrc proposed. They turn out to be necessary
and Rnfficient conditions for j to be representable
by more "Rpecific" functions: lower probability. 0monotone, belief, >..-measure, probability, plausibility,
0-altcrnating and upper probability.
In the sequel \Ve list some axioms that are characteristic for ordinal relations defined on an algebra A.

\Ve can also list the characteristic <L'Cioms for what are
usually called dual relations. That is, those compatible with plausibility or upper probability, the dual
functions of belief and lower probability, respectively.
='Jote that the axiornR can be checked directly on the
relation j given by the decision maker without using
(as done in [4], [16]) its dual j" defined as

A j '. B {::::::::} B" j A"

Comparative

plo:a.~ibilitif;s

are characterized in

[1] by

Comparative ·upper probabilities arc characterized in

one 0-alternating and an other 0-monotone or, equivalently, by an upper probability and a different lower
probability. An example of such ordinal relation is
given in [2]. We report it here too for a better understanding of the simultaneous compatibility of :< with
t'vo different kinds of numerical functions.

[1] by
U) VA., n E A s.t. (/)

:< an ordinal relation defined on the pmver set of [

PL) VA, D, CE A s.t.. A<;;; D, C /\ D =(/)and
A.,...__, B then
A.vC~BvC

Example Let.

~

A then

E = {A., D, C, D} be a set of atoms and
as

follows

fl,...__,AVD
It is easy to check that axiom PL) implies C), moreover both involve only events, judged equivalent., with
inclusion relations. Hence all strict ordinal relations
trivially belong to the comparative plam;ibility class
(so also to the 'vidcr comparative upper probability
class).
For the previous classes there is also compatibility
with different kinds of numerical functions. In particular
• Comparative plausibilities are compatible with
plausibilities and n-alternating functions (with

n 2: 2)
• Comparative upper probabilities are compatible 'vith upper probabilities and 0-altcrnating
functions (the former arc the dual functions of
lower probabilities, the last ones, known in literature also as sub-additive, are those satisfying
the property f(A. VB) :S f(A.) + f(B) for all
A, B E A such that A/\ B = 0)
that in the qualitative context, contrary to the
numerical one, some properties (like for example additivity and >..-additivity) are not distinguishable because they collapse in the same class of ordinal relations.
~ot.e

As shown in [2] and [4], this is not the only difference
between the hvo approaches because self-dual relations were detected. A self-dual relation ---< has the
property to coincide v.rith its dual :<".
In the numerical framevmrk the only self-dual furn:tions are probabilities, v.rhile in the qualitative approach, besides comparative probabilities, there is
also a self-dual class of comparative lower-upper probabilities characterized by t.he axiom

LU)

VA., D E A

then

A.~(/J?fl,...__,AVD

Comparative lower-upper probabilities arc those representable simultaneously by two different functions:

0
A
B
C
AVB
D---< AVD---< BVD---< CVD--< AVBVD---<
BVC

AVBVC

AVG

n

--< BVCVD---< AVCVD---<

(elements in the same group are assessed equivalent.).
Using this basic assignment

m(A) = 0.1
m(C) = 0.3
m(D VE)= 0
m(A v B) = 0.1
m(D V C) = 0

m.(D) = 0.2
m(D) = 0
where E <;::; A V B V C
m(A. v C) = 0.2
m.(A. V V C) = CU

n

\Ve get a belief function representing

Bel(A.) = 0.1
Bcl(C) = 0.3
Del(A VD) = 0.4
Del(D v C) = 0.5
Bel(D VE) = Bel(E)

:<

Bel(B) = 0.2
Bcl(D) = 0
Del(A. V C) = 0.6
Del(A. V

n V C) = 1

where E <;;; AV B V C

On the other hand, with the following basic assignment
m(A) = 0.2

m(C)

= 0.3

m(D VE)= 0
m(A v B) = 0.05
m(B v C) = 0.2

m(B) = 0.1
rn(D) = 0
where E <;;; A. V D V C
m(A. V C) = 0
m(A.VBVC)=0.15

\Ve get a plausibility representing

Pl(A.) = 0.4
I'l(C) =0.65
I'l(D VE) = I'l(E)
Pl(A. VB) = 0.7
Pl(D V C) = 0.8

Pl(D)

:<

= 0.5

I'l(D) = 0
v.rhere E <;::; A V B V C
Pl(A. v C) = 0.9
Pl (A V n V C) = 1

~ote that :< is not compatible with a probability fum:tion, because A ---< B and a + b + c = b + a + c, but
n v C---< Av C, and this contradicts the axiom S).

:\foreovcr, it is easy to check that also the 'veakcr
<Dciorn P) does not hold.
To summarize the previous results, Figure 1 shows the
relationships among the classes of ordinal relations
and t.he compatible numerical functions, 'vhile Figure
2 shows the inclusion relationships among the different classes (examples proving the strict inclusions arc
reported in [I] and [2]).

0-monotone functions
Lower probability
2-monotone functions
n-monotone functions
Belief functions
-measure

>0

Probability

-measure

<0

Plausibility functions
n-alternating functions
2-alternating functions
Upper probability
0-alternating functions
Comparative upper
probability
Comparative plausibility

Comparative lower
probability
Comparative belief
Comparative probability

Comparative lower probability
Comparative belief
Comparative lower-upper
Comparative probability

Comparative plausibility
Comparative upper probability

As a consequence of this requirement, a numerical
function f represents :< if and only if it is compatible with at least an enlargement :<* of :<. Hence
the axioms ensuring the existence of an enlargement
for :< are actually thm;e ensuring the existence of a
numerical function f representing :<.
A first result., in this direction, is given in [3], \vhere
comparative coherent probabilities are characterized
by the follmving axiom

CP) for any A 1 , ••• , A_,,, B 1 , ••• , B,. E :F, with
B; --< A;, Vi
1, ... , n , such that for some
r1, ... ,rn > 0

a,,

indicator functions
b;. This different. axiom looks
like axiom B). The idea is that an axiom for :< must
"avoid" viola.ting, even only "potentially'', the corresponding axiom for complete ordinal relations, otherwise it would be impossible to find a comparative
belief enlargement :<-.-.
Proposition 1 .
Let :< be a partial ordinal relation on :F.
There exist8 a comparative belief :<* on A.r, .rnch
that :<"" is an enlar:qernent of ::::; , if and onl:v if for all
A,B,C E :F s.t. AC B, B /\ C = Vl then

A -< n

n

sup

2:: r;(ai(G) -

~

-.(n v

c :< Av C)

b;(G)) ~ 0

GEQ i= l

implies that A_, ~ fl;, for all i = 1, ... , n
( ai, b; denote the indicator functions of A;, Bi, respectively, and the supremum is over the atom's set).
An ordinal relation satisfying CP) is representable by
a. coherent probability assessment (in the sense of de
Finetti [5]), moreover a coherent probability assessment on :F induces an ordinal relation satisfying CP)
(obviously, the induced relation will be complete on

:F).
A similar result is also given for comparative belief in
[11]. Before introducing it we need to define a different
indicator function a : AF ---+ {O, 1} associated to the
event A E :Fas

il(C) = {

~
a;

The difference between
and a; is that the former
is defined for each event of the algebra A F , while the
last is defined on the set of atoms 9.

:<

~

E

BVC ===?- -.((AVC) /\D-< (BVC) /\D)

:F

In the same wa~r. and \vit.h similar motivations, we can
give the axioms for the other classes of relations.
Proposition 2 .
Let :< be a partial ordinal relation on :F.
There exists a comparative lower probability ::::;• on
A.r, .rn.eh that :<-.- i8 an enlaryerrwnt of :<, if and only
if for o.ll A, D E :F s.t. A/\ D = 0 then

Lr)

0-<
~

A===?- -.(A. v B j B)

Av B

===?-

-.(0 -< A)

~ot.e that conditions D1 ) and D 2 ) imply the conditions characterizing the comparative lower probabilities L 1 ) and L 2 ).

Similarly for the dual relations \Ve have another two
couples of characteristic axioms:

is representable by a

• for any A.1, ... , An, Bi, ... , Bn E :F such that
B; :< A;, Vi = 1, ... ,n and Bi -< Aj, for at
least a j, then
n

sup

VD

B

if Cc; A
otherwise

(where C belongs to the events of the algebra. A.r).

The partial ordinal relation
belief function if and only if

A VC

2:: ri(il;(C) - b;(C)) > 0

Vr1, ... ,rn > 0

C'EA.r i=l

~ote that, \vhile axiom CP) "translates" the axiom
S) in the framevv'ork of a not complete relation, the
same is not true for the previous axiom about partial
comparative belief because it "lost the qualitative nature" of axiom B). Actually, we can give a different
axiom for this class of relations \vithout involving the

Proposition 3 .
Let :< be a partial ordinal relation on :F.
Ther'e exists a comparative plausibility :<* on AF,
.~nch that ::<(* i.~ o.n enlaryement of :<, if and only if
for· all A, D E :F s.t. Ac D then
A_'"" B ===?- •(AV C

-<

A -< B

:< A/\ C)

===?-

-.(B /\ C

B V C) VC E :F

VC E :F

Proposition 4 .
Let :< be a partial onlino.l relation on :F.
There exi.sts a comparative upper probability :<* on
AF, such that:<* is an enlargement of::::;, if and only
if for all A, B E :F 8.t. A/\ B = 0 then

0 "'A:=;. --i(C --<AV C) VG

E

:F

B --< AV B :=;. --i(0 "' A.)

In this case too, conditions P Li) and P L 2 ) imply U 1 )
and U2).
Partial self-dual ordinal relations are simply characterized by the a..xioms £ 1 ), £ 2 ), U1 ) and U2 ) all together. Unlucky it is not possible to find a shorter
formulation.
All axioms from B 1 ) to [I1 ) are entirely "qualitative",
hence they have an immediate interpretation.
An explicit exposition of the relationships with the numerical functions is actually redundant because they
arc implicitly given by the relationships "encapsulated" into the potential enlargements :<*, as shmvn in
Figure 1.
'Vith PropoRition 1, 2, 3 and 4 we complete the spectrum of axioms for the characterization of partial ordinal relations.
The future \Vork will consist in building an inferential
system, or, equivalently, to define an operational procedure, to classify a given partial ordinal relation into
one of the clasRes introduced in this paper.
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